Abstract-An algorithm for parallel multiplication of two n-bit ternary numbers is presented in this brief contribution. This algorithm uses the technique of column compression and computes the product in ( 2 [log, nl + 2 ) units of addition time of a single-bit ternary full adder.
This algorithm requires regular interconnection between any two types of cells and hence is very suitable for VLSI implementation. The same algorithm is also applicable to the multiplication of negative numbers.
Index Terms-Balanced ternary logic, column compression, precarry addition, systolic architecture, ternary multiplication.
.During recent years, design of fast multipliers has become an area of growing research interest to the system designers. To improve the speed of computations involving many multiplications, parallel algorithms for multiplication have become increasingly popular. The execution time for parallel multiplication has been decreased substantially by using the technique of partial product matrix reduction or column compression [I]- [4] . Two algorithms for iterative array multiplication have been reported [5] , both of which require only 11 units of time for multiplication of two 71-bit numbers and involve almost regular interconnection structures of the multiplier array cell elements which are ideal for VLSI implementation. Authors in [6] have also reported an O(log 11 ) multiplication scheme using redundant binary trees. Authors in [7] have proposed two parallel algorithms for facilitates the design of LSI chip because it offers a high packing density (a factor of 10 over the popular TTL), a low speed-power product (a factor of 100 over TTL), and a wide range of operating power supply and current levels. This performance is obtained at a delay per gate on the order of 10 ns [20] . The speed of 1% is not, in general, as great as that of TTL. But a delay of the order of 5 ns has been achieved using dielectric isolation [21] [22] [23] .
In the balanced ternary system each digit of representation has three possible values (-1. 0. $1). The parallel algorithm for multiplication uses the technique of column compression to increase the speed of execution. For multiplication of two 11-bit ternary numbers the algorithm requires (2rlog, 111 + 2 ) units of time with O ( r~" I o g i~) "
value. A systolic architecture using a pyramidal interconnection of elementary processors (full adders) to multiply two 64-bit ternary numbers using the algorithm has been shown as an implementation example. It requires regular interconnection between only two types of cells: four-input single-bit full adder and precarry generators, and hence, it is very suitable for single-chip VLSI implementation. Since in the balanced ternary system, any negative number can be represented only by changing the sign of every bit in its positive representation, the same algorithm, without any change, also applies to the multiplication of negative numbers.
The brief contribution is organized as follows. In Section 11, we describe the preliminaries of ternary multiplication and the method of implementing balanced ternary full adder by means of threshold 1% logic. In Section 111, we describe the design of a new ternary precarry adder (to add two ternary numbers) which will be used by our algorithm. In Section IV, we describe the parallel algorithm for multiplication, and in Section V an implementation example is given. Let I' and be the two to be whose balanced two types of cells.
ternary representations are as follows:
Multiple valued logic, in which the number of discrete logic levels are not confined to two, has been the subject of much research over many years. It has been shown mathematically that if the cost or complexity C of the system hardware is proportional to the digit complexity, the radix three would be more economical than radix two [ S ] . [9] . Frieder and Luk (101 used binary coded form for balanced and ordinary ternary operation. The ternary design is easily produced if one selects as supporting technology a ternary version of the I,L circuits described in [l I]- [15] . Also there exist in the literature an ECL version 1\61 and MOS version 1171 of ternary logic.
Recently, new, reliable, and low-cost multistate memory devices hace been implemented [IS], [I91 in a single physical element, called the resonant tunneling transistor (RTT), providing the possibility of low-cost implementation of multivalued logic circuits. It appears that in the near future it will be possible to implement different reliable low-cost circuits such as counters, adders, multipliers, dividers, etc., in ternary logic using these RTT's.
In this brief contribution, we propose a parallel algorithm for a multiplier based on the balanced ternary system and implemented by means of 1% current-mode threshold logic gates. I~L logic family 
,=o J=o
where a , , = lr,cl,. Any (I,, can be obtained by computing the appropriate summation and adding carry bits that are propagated from the less significant bit positions. We have implemented a modified Wallace type multiplier that uses full adders in carry-save configuration for the parallel steps of column compression leaving finally only two ternary numbers which should be added by a carry propagate adder. Since the two bits in the balanced ternary system can hold a number in the range (-4 to +A), we will use here four-input adders for the column compression O i f a t T instead of three-input ones as in the binary case. This will eventually decrease the number of parallel steps in column compression. In Section 111, we describe a technique for adding the two numbers left after the column compression process by means of a 3-input adder in [log, nl + 2 steps.
2 L Implementation of Ternary Full Adder
We have used three basic threshold I'L logic modules for our different circuit implementations [13]. These are 1) input replication: create replicas of an input through current-mirror imaging (Fig. 1) ; 2) weighted sum: forms the arithmetic sum of several weighted replicas (Fig. 2) ; and 3) threshold detection: determines if the sum exceeds a predetermined threshold (Fig. 3) . For implementation of our proposed multiplication algorithm with the help of above modules, we will associate each logic value with some definite value of input current. For physical realization, the logic values (-1, 0, 1) are mapped onto the values of currents according to where L, M , and H stand for low, medium, and high currents, respectively. As a result, bit-by-bit multiplication (such as a,-,, ,) will be mapped onto the current values as shown in the multiplication Table I . An implementation of this table using threshold I'L logic has been given in [24] . A circuit diagram of four-input ternary adder using the above three threshold logic modules is given in Fig. 4 [24].
The concept of using precany adders [26] , [27] We extend the above idea to the case of ternary logic. Consider that two ternary numbers A = a,-1 . . . ao and B = bn-l . . . bo are to be added to produce the sum S = s,s,-~ ... so. We need here a 7-state precany bit p, for the ith bit position to resolve the carry-input c,. There are three cases for which we can tell surely what the carries c,'s will be. These are a) sure "-1" carry: when (digit-sum),-1 = -2 and (digit-sum),-2 is other than 2 or 1, where
carry: when (digit-sum),-1 = 0 for any value of (digit-sum),-2 and C) sure "1" carry: when (digit-sum),-1 = 2 and (digit-sum),-2 is other than -2 or -1. Other combinations do not produce any sure carry but depends on the digit-sum of the previous positions. We resolve the ambiguity of these cases by defining a precany vector P = p,p, -1 . . . p l and an associated fundamental carry operation (fco). We define p,'s ( i > 0), depending on the digit-sum of the ( r -1)th and ( 2 -2)th position as shown in Table 11 . Define a binary operator fco on x , y according to the truth Table   111 where x , y, and x fco y each can assume values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Effect of carry propagation from the lower order bits on the value of precarry bit p, is actually reflected through fco. The operator fco is associative but not commutative. Now the carry vector C can be generated from the precarry vectors in two stages. The first stage is the repetitive application of fco operation on precany vectors to get P' = pLp',-, . . . p;p:, where and the second stage is a mapping of p:'s to c, according to 
IV. PARALLEL MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHM
After generating the partial product bits at-,, , = u:-, t~: 's, we are to add n n-bit ternary partial products (with appropriate shifts)
to get the final product W' = U'V'. To accomplish this, we would use here the column compression technique to reduce the number of bits at each bit position successively by using ternary (4, 2) counters [2] . Ultimately, by repeated application of this column compression, we will be left with two vectors--one sum vector S and a carry vector C to be added to generate the required product. To describe the algorithm formally we need the following notations and explanations. This mapping follows immediately from the digit-sum values at ( i -1)th and ( i -2 jth bit positions corresponding to a definite value of the precarry bit p,.
We give an illustrative example as follows.
Example:
We take two 7-bit ternary numbers ' 4 and B, where
Since fco is an associative operation, the values of precarry bits after successive fco operations can be computed in three parallel steps in Fig. 5 (where the thicker lines represent the data flow for fco operations and the thinner lines stand for unchanged values of p, at every parallel step).
Finally, the mapping from P' to C is done according to (4) to get Now, if we have a sufficient number of hardware modules (precarry generators) that execute the fco operation on two given operands, then the vector P' can be generated from the precarry vector in [log, n l units of time, where in each step the fco operators are executed in parallel. The number N ( n ) of such modules required to compute the vector P' for n = 2 k is given by N ( n ) = k.2k-1 [7] . An example of interconnecting all these modules to generate the vector P' was also shown in [7] . A circuit can be designed using threshold It follows from (2) that w, can be obtained by adding x, bits a',, ,-, . a',-, , , -, + 1 , . . . , at-,, , together with the final carry bit propagated from the (i -1)th bit position. This addition at each bit position i to generate the final sum bit has to be done by repeated application of the T operation; after each T operation, the generated sum bits are to be retained in this bit position, the generated carry bits are to be transmitted to the next higher bit position and the carry bits generated at the preceding bit position are to be collected at this position to be ready for the next T operation. The main idea of our proposed algorithm is as follows.
For each i , the T operation is done on all bits to be added to get w Z and the generated carry bits C(b,, b k , b l , b,) are propagated to the next higher order bit position ( i + 1). However, if bk = br = b, = 0, C(b,, 0, 0, 0 ) = 0 and this carry bit is not propagated. At the subsequent step, the T operation is performed, at each bit position on the sum bits S(b,, b k , b l , b, ) generated at this bit position and the propagated carry bits C(b,, b k , b l , b,) from the lower order bit position. This process continues until we get only two bits, one sum bit and one carry bit, at each bit position. All these operations are done in parallel for all i. At this point, the resulting sum vector S2n-2S~n-3. . . S~S O and the carry vector C~~-l C 2~-2 . .
. C I C O are added together by using a 2n-bit precarry adder as before. The algorithm is given in Fig. 7 . The function f (n) used in the algorithm is defined as f ( n ) = b / 2 1 . If t is the minimum integer such that f ( n ) = 2, then after executing T operation t times we get one sum bit and one carry bit. This explains t times execution of loop 2. Hence, this integer t = [log, nl -1, for any given n will determine the complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem I : Time complexity T ( I L )
of our proposed algorithm is Proof: Loop 2 of the algorithm requires t = [log, nl -1 steps. Loop 3 requires [log, (2n)l steps. Mapping of P' to C requires one step and the final addition to produce ~1:'s requires one more step.
We now discuss the processor architecture and the associated data flow among the processors implementing a multiplier for 64x64 radix 3 (balanced ternary) digits using our proposed algorithm. To generate the product bit u7,, the partial product bits 0,-, ,, for j = 0, 1 , . . . , i are added up along with carry bits from ( z -1)th bit position ( i 2 1 ) by means of four-input ternary full adders. These full adders for any particular bit position are connected in a way which we call as extended pyramidal structure (EPS) as explained below.
The structure of a pyramidal interconnection [28] with 21 processors is shown in Fig. 8 , where the dots represent the processors and the arcs represent the interconnections. In this structure there will not be any interconnection between the processors along the dashed lines. Only upward connection from the processors at level 0 to the processors at level 1 and from processors at level 1 to the processors at level 2 of the structure is required, so that four bits from the preceding level are added in each processor at the succeeding level of the pyramidal structure. Since we have to propagate the carries generated at level 1 and onwards, from one pyramidal structure to the next one (for the next bit position), some extension to the above pyramidal interconnection is necessary. Interconnections between the processors of one level of an extended pyramidal structure (EPS) to the processors of next higher level of the next EPS (corresponding to next higher bit position) is necessary. The sum bits (source bits in case of level 0) are added in higher level of the same EPS, but the carry bits are added in higher level of the next EPS. So, as soon as the carry bits are generated, they are propagated to the next higher level of the next EPS, ready to be added in the next T operation. The EPS for adding 64 bits in a bit position is shown in Fig. 9 , where we see that at level 2, two 2 x 2 planes are required instead of one; one plane for adding the sum bits generated at level 1 of the same pyramid and one plane for adding cany bits generated at level 1 of the preceding pyramid. By the same argument, the number of processors required for levels 3, 4, 5 will be, respectively, 4, 2 , 1. Note that, at the base of the pyramidal structure (i.e., at level O), the bits which are to be added are stored initially. So, no adder is required for that plane. The total number of processors required for the 63rd bit-position=16 + 8 + 4 + 2+ 1 = 31.
Let q = 2 k 1 -' + 2 k 2 -1 + . . . + 2 k . r -1 , Then the total number of processors required to add q bits in the ( q -1)th bit position is given by where F = 0 for q = 2 P ( p > 0) and I otherwise, ~( q ) = r = the number of 1's in the binary representation of q.
